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Preface 

 

 

Sitting in a window seat, composing in the front of a tin can in the sky while speaking in a frank, 

aching tone, each poem in this collection tears at lucid unmasked experiences, disclosing 

daydreams and poetic observations from the bay and beyond. Karaoke dancing bears appear, 

then a barstool wallflower speaks, and a verse of one-liners inspires branching. Combats and 

cavorts with opioids, then depression opens the other eye. On the brink, struggling, dystopian 

thoughts become a struggle with life itself. Slipping through a moment in time inside the mind of 

a writer brings you back again to the bay. A merry-go-round of questions scrape an empty, torrid 

hell through passing time. Secret sedimentary slices expose deposited gradations, inspired by a 

way of living in words.  

 

Lifelong friend and Professor of Sociology, Inver Hills Community College, Jude Morgan, 

describes Krenik’s work as, “A poetic carnival with bursts of color and blasts of chillingly 

surrealistic images and surprises of language that envelope the reader in wonderment time and 

again.” 
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Part 1  

 

Cape Cod Bay, Plymouth 

 

 

 

Across the Bay 

         

Gazing out from cathedral oaks on the forest floor 

across to the wild heavy steel waves that make the bold bay. 

Sweeping beyond the faraway line of cedar steeples 

the waves stretch into a flat fabric of time 

and into a big placid bay by day. 

Far back laying low, a backdrop of stripes; the cape, with a foggy haze line above. 

Herring Gulls one after the other screaming, "Me-mee, me-mee, me-mee, mee." 

Constant, the dull thudding of a lone fishing boat slow-motion gliding back and forth,  

weaving a weft trawling across the bay 
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under a color changer in magnificent sterling rays. 

Barges creep along like whales in a formation to the canal. 

Blistering bright thick broken facets flash across the dark and deep bristling cold Atlantic weft. 

Ancient mammoth boulders cast within cliff sand 

nestled in sleep, now awake on the shore's shifting sands. 

Cold, dry dunes of ocean waves drift with the tide 

across into the deep Atlantic and back again. 

Soft edges on the horizon give hints of sunlight left in the day. 

Lapping waves slowly creep up into the high tide shore. 

Less and less now a glimpse' of sunlight.  

Quieter and quieter the lapping shore, 

as the color changer dims her light. 

Sleeping in deep time, the turquoise bay slowly succumbs back into darkness. 

The illuminate moon induces night reflections before it too slips away. 

Watchful eyes begin to multiply everywhere.  

Clear tiny intense lights high above slowly twinkle,  

revealing a vast star-sprinkled dust belt across infinity. 

Then the dark midnight blue glacial bay goes back to sleep. 
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Ripples in Time 

 

When the waters crept away,  

new worlds appeared. 

In dappling water, the shorebirds traipse.  

Most rooms have hard concrete floors, 

others with rippling ridges. 

Seaweed tails behind receding water, 

ripples in time, they will disappear.  

And so, too, the brightest mirrors in the next room.  

Silent return, long ropes now lapping the shoreline,  

one after the other, they slap the shore and disappear. 

Now overtaking my sunny rocky room,  

into this cold, wet, shivering madness. 

Dark lying patchworks soon rise back up.  

In a tender twinkling of extreme brightness, 

a sliver on the faraway shore, 

dancing tiny angels rejoice in the lights  

more numerous than stars. 

Like clockwork, the cold, wet ropes  

strap across my legs. 

Ripples of ropes toil around 
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suffocating my rooms. 

All that remains,  

the rippling in time.  

The water Clock rises all around  

raising me up the shore. 

She counts time by the waves  

of her up and down stalemate.  

The still shore reaps  

surrendered sands of water time.  

Sleeping low, the boulders also surrender.  

High on the berm stands the sundial of time,  

where dark Irish Moss meet the beach grass above,  

create another tempo in this quiet reserve of time.  

Soft winds braid the grass below. 

Confronted now, the cliff succumbs  

revealing sleeping giants  

that keep watch on the rippling time.  
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Sandy Neck 

 

Look, which is the dog?  

Two on a leash,  

the dog just shat on the shore.  

Descending waves and bodies in the water, 

laying in the sun with the cigarettes sunning. 

A driver roved by in the groove of the tracks.  

Crashing waves lapping through 

the US flags, two at a time.  

Herring gulls cry, and more jeeps go by.  

Movement in the sand, and then relaxed.  

Baking near the dog, cooking another dog.  

Two bodies return to shore  

as they succumb to the day.  

 

 

 

Marsh Tide 

 

Marsh hay resting flat in the warm sun,  

gulls tiptoe across the mudflats 

and passionately cry out near glistening streams  
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that carry mummy chugs in a swarm to schools. 

A forest of silence when the seaweeds expose themselves.  

The moment the tide resumes from the sea,  

vanishing the exposure once again. 
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Part 2  

 

Pleasant Bay, Cape Cod 

 

 

Cow Yard Lane 

 

Quiet roses watch the water. 

Sun-bleached benches, beaches  

and dune shacks beckon you. 

Boats lay down to rest in the sun, 

while perfumed roses move 

with the soft, warm wind. 
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Edge of Jack Knife Beach 

 

A blue sky, 

lucid in the daylight hour. 

The wind so cold, 

the sand so vast 

against the waters' edge. 

Gulls cry out. 

The wind bites me again 

and constantly blows, 

trying to plant me  

in a vast sand prairie. 

Constantly the wind. 

Constantly the endless blue sky, 

and the vast windswept sand. 
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Drifting Down Meetinghouse Pond 

 

Drifting, swaying, rocking, 

in the dappled water. 

Drifting in dreams, 

thoughts come and go. 

Drifting through the soft, warm breeze 

makes me feel at ease. 

Drifting away  

to where the boats sway. 

 

 

 

Chatham Marina 

 

Boats slide gently back and forth 

in the soft, warm breeze. 

Dappled in the sunlight, 

these twins move together 

swaying back and forth. 

Bobbing buoys dance 

in this morning hour. 
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Part 3  

 

Flying in the Sky 

 

 

Airscape Portal  

 

Flat patchwork fields lay flecked around millions of speckled lakes.  

Slow-moving low open mountains and valleys  

muted by light blaring pastel clouds.  

Shifting slowly, clouds wipe away the flat patchwork fields  

into a full glaring ultra-white light sensation  

gradually giving way to the bright blue pellucid sky above,  

an unforgiving eternal post.  

The small airship portal passes lightly subdued stratified layers of the heavens.  

I am a filter of perception through the slow-moving tempest airship.  

The patchwork away, I hesitate as if I missed something again. 
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Jet Bridge 

 

They all await, 

pensively sitting in adjacent rows, 

neither aware of the presence of the other. 

Out the giant glass walls, jets await as well, 

passerby's stream across the bridge. 

A sip here, a drink there, and then again  

as a jet streams slowly into the light grey sky. 

Voices get louder, a sneeze, and roller-board wheels.  

The gateway agent poised and proper  

Attends to a kiosk for customers. 

 

 

Time 

 

When time meets time  

it's time to go.  

Time to fly and time to hold still.  

Yet flying time keeps marching on. 
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Walden Commencement 

 

Solemn, slow ceremonial walking  

in a saccadic rhythm,  

the burghers of Walden,  

with canes, we slowly wobble  

up ramps to be hooded doctors. 

 

 

 

Flying High 

 

Blue is the color, and warm is the wind. 

Red trains ring bells throughout the night. 

Days are warmer than the temperature reads. 

A social place in a familiar way,  

tourists on a San Franciscan sidewalk.  

The chilly nights remind me of snow.  

Out the window, leaving ground fast, 

trailing streetlights are colorful wildflowers racing down hills,  

and clouds organic bushes with light tints of milk  

morphing into short, flamboyant, brilliant streets. 
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There is no death within or without. 

The day stretched on throughout the night.  

Bright flowers, organic bushes now long gone, left us behind. 

Now darkness takes the stronghold of the passing land below. 

I slip away in little dreams on a long flight home.  

Isolated parcels of snow torches guide us home. 

Starfish splay out across the ocean floor. 

Multitudes of worms wiggle their way around ocean streets.  

Snow patches are slow-moving ice flows on a river. 

The night succumbs to streams of sunlight on the faraway horizon. 

And then we slowly glide back down to the ground, 

wiping away my slow streaming dream. 

 

 

 

 

Airbus Observations 

 

The airbus glides the stratosphere above,  

a cruise ship streams across the pacific below.  

Both journey to the Islands.  

Hundreds of travelers.  

Some asleep, others cannot, 
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because of sounds they fight to ignore.  

The crescendo of passengers shifts as they animatedly twang with Stress-mas spirit. 

Beholding them, crescendos of libation.  

Colorful under dark lights,  

passenger windows serenade.  

No one notices the movement is half over.  

A subdued canopy to digress the voyage. 

 

 

 

Street Cars Delight 

 

Constant careening streetcars below, 

howling coyotes in the night.  

Creaking slowly, 

a well-worn rusty earthquake  

slowly tearing asphalt off paved streets. 

Streetcar’s beckon, 

jagged screeching rails careening over and over,  

all throughout the howling night. 
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Halifax Hotel 

 

The rain and wind constantly pound my window  

making the out of doors out of the question.  

Fog and water out my backyard hotel window  

become the atmosphere of the day,  

as my mind becomes foggy in the water.  

 

 

Conference Notes 

 

Art educators attentively painting in another world inside. 

Out the windows, the snow falls lightly and gently, drifting into the light grey air.  

None of the teachers are aware of the light flakes  

as they attentively paint at their desks and tables.  

They are in the painting  

drifting into imagination, making it real.  

In the adjacent room, another group of teachers 

work as if in another dream, tearing, clipping and pasting,  

softly talking, looking closely at details they create before themselves,  

each in their own world, each in their own life.  

The snow has stopped now, and it is brighter,  

and as clear as my own dream quickly slips away. 
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Part 4  

 

Flying on Opioids  

 

 

Eternity 

 

Is this my last night? 

Is there anything I missed? 

What matters anymore? 

Does it all come to this end? 

Will I be able to dream again? 

I want to dream, over and over. 

And never stop. 

I want to feel time passing in the image of my dreams. 

Everyone who hears me can understand my presence. 

Am I here? 

Is this a dream? 

My cup is overfilling, 
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Yet it looks so empty. 

Empty can be so fulfilling. 

At the end of the day its all the same, 

life within forever. 

 

 

 

 

With or Without 

 

We don't need that crystal log. 

'Chimneys' working better than before. 

Just got home from the grocery store. 

'Found a note in my pocket the day before, 

'Noticed now I wrote it out.  

Now I'm left with constant doubt. 

If I came in, and I went out, 

it doesn't matter with or without.  

 

 

Lost Dogs 

 

Lost dogs in 'church were the call. 

Lost dogs, they all ran down the hall. 

Lost dogs in the dark of the night. 
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The moon, the trees, the forest all hear the call. 

Screaming and crying, howling terrifying. 

All for lost dogs in the night. 

Tell me once more  

lost dogs went from the floor,  

lost dogs have gone from the Jersey shore. 

Lost in the night, the church bells ring,  

lost dogs in the night become an evil string. 

 

 

 

Fixative Bridge 

 

Sweet thing, my sweet sensation. 

Take me through another day. 

I can't say it another way. 

You build me up like no other can. 

Awake and asleep,  

instead of wine and beer. 

I hold you so dear. 

You're in my head  

'till the snakes take me dead. 

I can't get you out of my head. 
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You're my sweet, sweet thing. 

You lift me up and out of snake pits alive- not dead. 

My soothing everything. 

My sweet sexy thing. 

I want you alive, not dead.  

 

 

 

 

The Crescent Moon Knows 

 

The night is dark and still. 

It's silent out in the cold. 

If the crescent moon says so.  

It's darker still and makes me feel unknown. 

Wherever it takes me, I don't know.  

If the crescent moon says so. 

It gets darker still, and time stands still. 

Nothing moves outside in the cold. 

If the crescent moon says so. 

It's still, still and dark, 

The crescent moon says so. 
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Slipping Away 

 

Slipping in and out of the day,  

while sleeping and dreaming in the in-betweens. 

Slipping away the times of the day. 

Make me think twice about what day it is. 

In and away until the finch re-appeared  

making me woke once again. 

In and out of sleep, grounded ways we keep. 

Light cerulean shifts across the sky  

to dance with the clouds amongst the treetops. 

The song again sings, lost is lost,  

into the red oak waltz. 

Swoop swish and sway,  

bay all they into the captains' dance of danger. 

Heavy loads, maroon, a shaggy tempo slowly pulsing,  

The swaggered soul drifts in, branching off into a timid light blue sky. 

Slipping slowly, their brilliance fades in a timeless passage.  

Away today their dreams pass by, with the wind upon which they fly. 

Slip away, slip away fast,  

there’s no danger in the lucid lyric of the day. 
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Is This My Last Night? 

 

Is this my last night? 

Is there anything I missed? 

What matters anymore? 

Does it all come to this end? 

Will I be able to dream again? 

I want to dream, over and over. 

And never stop. 

I want to feel time passing in the image of my dreams. 

Everyone who hears me can understand my presence. 

Am I here? 

Is this a dream? 

My cup is overfilling, 

Yet it looks so empty. 

Empty can be so fulfilling. 

At the end of the day, it's all the same. 

A life of forever now lives within a forever game. 
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'Manage in the Morning 

 

Went out to fill a prescription,  

true to my condition.  

Saw my mailbox lying flat down 

in the middle of the road.  

How am I going to manage in the morning?  

Get that mailbox out of the road!  

Got to fly to Nova Scotia in the morning 

How will I manage in the morning? 

Drinking too much, Scotch with pills  

way too late in the night. 

How am I going to manage in the morning?  

 

 

 

Slipping 

 

Hermine clouds  

silently slipping away.  

Only to be replaced 

again, and again.  
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Time Passing 

 

Time is passing,  

the clouds are moving,  

and the tree stands still.  

 

 

 

Where You Are 

 

The movement of change, 

chance and circumstance, 

where one is not  

and where one is.  

If all is not, 

then one will be all.  

Where life can be held,  

one is too old.  

Where life is not, 

one cannot hold.  

In life, one lives.   

Where you are. 
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One-Liners  

 

 

I get off on the minimum to get off on the maximum.  

 

The cow that moos loudest is heard (or the herd). 

 

Loneliness is the absence of being friends with oneself. 

 

Art is mathematics without labels or numbers. 

 

What good is gravy when you have no one to share it with?  

 

What good are memories when you have no one to share them with?  

 

All things that are born must die.  

 

Life is full of surprising garbage. 

 

I live in the Galaxy of my own home. 

 

Happiness is synonymous with content. 
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Guilt is an incredible tool but never used it against yourself. 

 

Guilt, remorse, and regret come from the mind.  

 

A drunkard on a bike is worse on the road. 

 

Any relationship is awful when thought about awfully.  

 

Frontage backage, it's all the same package.  

 

The full moon is at midnight, and everyone felt like it was their birthday.  

 

One is only one within two is two without.  

 

Somebody does nothing sometimes; everybody does something sometime.  

 

We're all slaves for something or other. 

 

Huger than the State of Texas. 

 

Perception is where you've played. 

 

Your voice is the voice in the matrix.  
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Everything is within a mind.  

 

Bear push down, monkey stays on top. 

 

It does not matter the longevity; it's the intensity that matters. 

 

 

 

 

 

Midnight Moon 

 

The full moon is at midnight  

and everyone felt it like it was their birthday.  

I could be any place in the world right now.  

I'd still feel the same.  

Did you ever dream of chewing your teeth?  

The moon is at 2:00 o'clock,  

the car left; I was right. 

It's a 2:30 moon now, and all is quiet.  

The Robin sings.  
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Melt 

 

Facades lose their drapery.  

Brick building fronts droop.  

Melting sheets of snow  

Come down from the side of the building.  

To get lapped into lapidation. 

 

 

 

The Liquidation of Lovers  

 

Smell austere in the air, a vanishing pill. 

Receding shoreline. 

Red, red in the wind, a flag astern,  

chilly yet flowing.  

A placid rendition. 

Water flows my mind into dreams.  

Its streams flow my mind to sleep.  

How sad to watch the evening wane, 

and know that leaves will be falling.  

Of all there is and all there isn't  

there's nothing without you.  
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Part 5 

 

Travelations  

 

 

 

Stop and Stare 

 

Men moving in motion to karaoke,  

Sliding, shoving, slipping, shifting, bobbing.  

Together they shift, move, get stuck, and move and groove.  

The diva sings and bobbing resumes.  

They assume a wiggle, a sway, a wiggle, and sway.  

Captain copter, they capture a move.  

A rhythm of still and stare, of hope and dare,  

and still a stare of stance. 

Once it drinks in austere, beware. 

12 twizzled and twinkled in the thin air. 

Staging a stop and go with the music. 
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Karaoke. Stop and stare, looks from the crowd.  

Stop and stare, all singing, all lost. 

All deserved a visual dessert,  

as the twinkling lights twinkle,  

the ceiling fan blows a sad, low sound  

men in the background low in the hour. 

 

 

Stressed 

 

I can't take her no more  

that constant crying in the car  

the popping from the jar  

it all spills all over the floor  

why does my pot always spillover?  

 

 

Earthquake 

 

Statues on the bookshelves go Topsy Turvey, 

dancing on a blue moon. 

The bookshelves dance, and so do the plants. 

Coyotes howl and howl their disdain. 

The house thunders a roar in the race. 

Oh, the look on your face. 
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Hunks of Cabbage 

 

Hunks and hunks of cabbage roe 

All for on the go. 

Hunks of cabbage for lunch,  

then cabbage hunks in your supper. 

Everyone has a hunk, 

their own lump of cabbage roe. 

Hunks around, round and round, 

You down me with your round me again.  

 

Provincetown Pieces 

 

Classical music spears through from the topiary above,  

casting shadows of sound onto the hazy filtered streets.  

Tourists walk by, turning as if they just realized they missed something. 

Bob Marley's music wails in the distant background. 

The hydrangeas here look like trees. 

A group of loud motorbikes scrapes by irritating the onlookers. 

The sluggish street and sidewalk traffic came to a stop.  

We hesitate our traipsing under a chestnut tree and notice. 

A young man now plays wildly on a beat-up piano  

stationed over cracks on the sidewalk. 
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Lost Youth 

 

It's under the taught eyes of the inexperienced.  

Time went away with age.  

Petrified is petrified.  

Containment solidifies the moment of truth.  

An elastic referendum to exhibit the temporal disposition in reverse.  

The hat, the head, the heart delayed,  

while missing the moment.  

Youth dismissed in time. 

 

 

Killing Blacks 

 

Targeted and attacked. 

Accepted. 

Not fair. 

Keep it quiet. 

They don't need to know. 

The outpouring of protesters speaks out. 

The black man who scares becomes scared to his death. 

His and these deaths, 

are now deaths of our nation swept away? 
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Scarring the killers while turning their towns. 

All but the killers see an out of bounds. 

Endless as always, killings are back. 

So, who's watching your black? 

 

 

 

In-Between Bears 

 

The bears are back with a table of cards. 

Two bears are as wide as tall.  

At the table are more bears,  

very tall and very short.  

 

Eight will lay them straight.  

They claim a fraternity,  

power hugs in groups.  

Taking pictures all the same way.  

 

Giant bearded bears bobbing heads  

while mulling about the bar  

on large red circular seats  

around large black circular cocktail tables  
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like large jets in slow motion bouncing down the taxiway. 

A circus of revenue. 

 

On shortie’s stool, a hat, two times for two other seats. 

Rounds of shots called for rounds of bears, 

 and all their followers followed.  

All telling high tails louder than the center of gravity.  

Their composition was a basket full  

of those living an elsewhere dream. 

 

 

 

Can't Get a Seat 'Till the Sun Goes Down 

 

You can't get a seat till the sun goes down. 

Can't get a seat at Keyless tonight, 

No one moves till the sun goes down. 

Sunset watchers over to the west. 

Waiting in lines wearing Pacific sunset crew. 

 

Can't get a table till the sun goes down. 

Sitting in sun-bleached benches waiting. 

The lounge now delaying anticipating. 
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Sunlit faces noticeably straying. 

Can't get a seat till the sun goes down. 

 

 

 

 

Gym Guys 

 

Lazily sauntering back and forth. 

Stop and go, stop and go. 

Pulling, pushing, pressing, and taunting the lift. 

Up and down, up and down. 

Lazily walking about  

carrying more than their own weight. 

Back and forth, back and forth. 

Get some more. 

In and around the white  

and black equipment.  

Grabbing more, pulling backless. 

Out and back, in and out. 

Bending twisting, turning, jumping, 

It's all rhythm; it's all gym guys. 
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Ain't Going to Be Down 

 

Ain't going to let you get me down.  

I can see the lion behind the lamb. 

Slurred speech reveals direction. 

Stamp us all the same,  

Holding down, revenge is flagged these days. 

 

 

 

Fighting Fantasy 

 

Constantly fighting with fantasy, 

She beckons a friendly toast, 

compelling her subjects 

into her fantasy world. 

An unknown friendly sensation, 

habits we beholden now. 
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Breeze 

 

Time moves forward, 

familiar places standstill, gravity emendating time. 

The calm sea and familiar friendly sound  

of misty rains always a remainder. 

Another season went by; another season missed. 

Breezes dance with the seashore grasses. 

What is amiss is gone with the dance, the clouds, and the breeze. 

 

 

Time Away 

 

In time we pass, we weigh away  

as years turned on our days again. 

This time away makes time stand still, 

we wonder where the past went by,  

so fast, so far, and here we are in the still of time. 

We become the worries escaping, escaping, escaping. 

Yet we can't escape the time we passed. 
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Quiet Eye Lights 

 

Quiet lights on the River Charles  

peaceful splendor, vivid eye lights  

eye lights above, and eye lights below.  

Watching with my friend,  

is Jupiter and Mars. 

The water ripples and moves us away. 

 

  

What Is 

 

Faces and time frames,  

everything moves.  

Distance in presence  

and presence in space.  

What matters, is not done.  

What is done is not here.  

We are where we are  

we are what we were not. 
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Lamp Light Shade 

 

The sky is dark, the lamp light shades.  

All are absent from just one call. 

All is gone from time through time.  

Things dissipate, then disappear. 

When the lamplight shades the dark of the night,  

all are absent without a fight.  
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